
Arc-Plasma method nano-particle Deposition system

Nano-particles produced by arc plasma
　　　　　　　　　　offer you new functional materials.
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Individual applications [Patent Publication 2004-197177] and 29 others.

■ APD-P(support to powders model) ■ APD-S(Substrate deposition model)
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■ Common Specifications

■ Support to powders model specifications(APD-P) ■ Substrate deposition model specifications(APD-S)

■ Utility

APD Series specifications 
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  *Gas is optional
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■ Applications
Relation between condenser capacity and nano-particle size

TEM image in which the system
supports Pt to carbon powders

arc-plasma method  30 to 45eV on average sputtering method  2 to 3eV on average

The difference in energies largely contributes to the generation and function of nano-particles.
 (The vertical axis is no unit of quantity required due to relative values.)

Quoted literatures: Arc-plasma J. Appl. Phys. 101(2007)043304  SputterJ. Appl. Phys. 35(1964)1819

■ Mechanism
After chamber evacuation, a trigger induces an arc 
discharge on the surface of target rod. Then highly 
ionized metal plasma is generated from the target rod 
without any discharge gases, and deposits on the 
substrate to form various thin films and nano-particles.

■ Five Futures

1. The system can select nano-particle diameter within 
the range of approx. 1.5nm to 6nm by changing 
condenser capacity.

2. The system can make any material plasmatic in case 
they are electrically-conductive materials(target).
*Specific resistance for target is 0.01 ohm cm or less

3. The system can readily generate oxide and nitride by 
changing atmosphere.
Also, when graphite is discharged in H2 gas, it 
generates UNCD(Ultrananocrystalline diamond).

4. The nano-particles supported by the system shows 
active catalytic effects as compared with wet process.

5. Model APD-P supports nano-particles to powders.
Model APD-S supports nano-particles to 2-inch 
substrate.
*The above-mentioned 1, 3 and 4 depend on literatures.
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Pt and Pd catalysts supported to CeO2 with Arc-Plasma 
method show higher catalytic activity for CO oxidation as 
compared with catalysts with conventional wet process.
Quoted literatures: “Ministry of Education, element strategic 
project achievement” by Professor Machida at Kumamoto 
University
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3. Generation of DLC(D( iamond Dryy Carbon))

4. Formation of nano-particles for CNT(C( arbon nano-tube))

5. Generation of UNCD((Ultrananocryystalline diamond))
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Quoted literatures: Article published by Mr. Tadahiro Fujitani at Research Institute for Innovation in Sustainable 
 Chemistry in National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology


